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MeXiCo
Bicycle registration continues
today east of Mitchell Hall.

DAILY
W.,ednesd11y, S~ptember 21, 1977

Credito;s
•r·

Dig
'SkeletonS' Up
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State Lacks Books

By RACHEL DIXON
LOBO Staff Writer .
' The citizens of New Mexico have
fewer books available to them in
the whole state than exist in the
main branch of the New York City
public library," said members of
the New Mexico Library Commission task force.
~ew Mexico has approximately
4!11 million books while New York
City has approximately 5 !ll rniUion,
according to ·the Albuquerque
Public Library.
To help· 'all the libraries in increasing their resources, the eightmember task' force, chaired by
UNM Dean of Library Services
Paul Vassallo, has recommended a

.By.BILL ROBERTSON ·..
LOBO Staff Writer .
Indulging in credit buying can be heaven for some, but i.f you're the least
bit particular about your personal privacy, it can be a nightmare. 1
Once you join the multitudes of people who use credit, a file is
established on you .which may contain, in ~orne cases, very subjective
information concerning ·your character, reputation or personal characteristics. This file is available to hundreds of people--anyone who can
generate a "legitimate business needt' to see the information included, and
can prove it. A potential partner, partnership, investment or lease would
be considered a "legitimate business need."
This file is kept by a local credit bureau whose main function is to
provide information to its paying clie"ts;· mostly credit granting .agencies,
who want to know something about. your finanaces before they extend
credit to you. Credit bureau personnel do not make decisions to .extend, or
deny, credit; they concentrate on maintaining and reporting credit records.
Occasionally, your credit file will contain information of an "investigative" character, compiled through personal interviews with neighboors, friends or associates. Information on a person's character, general
reputation, personal characteristics or mode of Jiving are often included in
these "investigative reports."
_
.
Alan Whittle, Jr., a divisiomil reporting manager at the Credit Bureau of
Albuquerque, said, " We don't employ 'foot soldiers' to compile this
information, but sometimes it shows up in our files."
One agen~y that employs "footsoldiers" to gather this personal in- ·
fomation, Whittle said, is Equifax, Inc., of Albuquerque. When ·I first
· started working at CBA, he said, "someone from Equifax came to my
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Todays Election
Picks 2 Senators·
B)' ROBERT R. LEE
ASUNM; you must either be a fultLOBO STAFF WRITER
time student, or have paid a. $12
. An ASUNM election will be held ASONM fee if you are a part-time
today from 9 a.m. to S p.m. to fill student.)·
·
two seats orr the ASUNM Senate;
. The two senate se;tts in question
The three candidates are Elva are vacant as a result of 39 conBenson, Students Progressive tested votes in last spring-'s general. ,
Action Party· (SPA), Tom Fisher, election. The ASONM court or•
Independent, and Betta Duncan, dered in May that a run-off among
SPA.
'
the candidates remaining from the
·There will be two polling places spring election be held in the fall
in the New Mexico Union, two ~t semester to determine the winners
La Posada, one on ONM President of these two seats.
Davis's lawn, one at the Geology
.r
The original group of six canbUilding, one on the Farris
Engineering Center mall and one on. didates who·wer~ to have taken part
the ·area between Mitchell and in· the court-ordered ·run-off had
·dwindled to four by August. This
Ba,ridelier Halls.
You must pres~nt a valid student caused . complications when two
·I. D. and be a. ·member of AStJNM additio11al Senate .vacancies arose
to vote. ( To be a member of because of resignations in August.
,j

•

resource-sharing plan in a
preliminary .report to Gov. Jerry
Apodaca fl!l$1 the state library.
'-'Resource sharing is the only
·
solution. The philosophy of
resource sharing is based on the
premise that it is uneconomical and
impractical for each library to
maintain completely independent,
overlapping collections, and that as
long as local user needs are met
adequately,library materials should
be viewed as a common resource
and should be made available to a
state-wide constituency," the task
force said.
The task force recommended the
establishment of a New Mexico
Interlibrary Cooperative System to

(' \
: ,>

carry out the resource-shariing
plan, after noting that the present
interlibrary loan system does not
meet the state's needs.
"Interdependence among library
insitutions is state-wide, none js
self-sufficient," the task force said.
If funded, the New Mexico
Interlibrary Cooperative System
would be a non-profit corporation·
under the control of a state
university board of regents.
Seven public meetings have been
scheduled around New Mexico to
get imput about the state-wide
library loaning system. A meeting is
scheduled
.in· Albuquerque,
Monday, at 9:1.5 a.m. in the
Albuquerque Public Library.

On. the
Students'
Behalf
Neil Murray, the Sherlock
Holmes of consumerism, appears
on a. local TV news program. "On
your Behalf' solves about one-half
of the problems that come to
Murray's attention.
ONM students, however, are nor
among those w.ho bring their
problems with government,
merchant rip-offs or inadequacies
jn the system to the .attent_ion of
Murray and his staff. For an inside
look at ' 1 0n Your Behalr' and
other c.onsumet watchdogs see
pages 6 and 7.
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Religious Sect~ Banned

NAIROBi, Kenya (UPJ)--Acting
on order~ from President ldi Amin,
Uganda Tuesday banned effective
immediately 27 religious groups,
including Baptists, Seventh-Day
.~
Adventists and the Salv;~tion Army,
~ . ;~s security risks.
:::;;:
A Kampala radio broadcMt,
~
monitored in Nairobi, said
Ugandans were free to worship any

z
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of four religions allowed to re!llai!1
the the coQntry,
The radio broadcMt said the
activities of all other organizations,
mostly Christian and many of
which
operate
orphanges,
hospitals, and schools in Uganda
"are not conducive to the security
of Uganda.''
· A spokesman for the Ministry of
lnter.nal Affairs, announcing ,the
ban, said Uganda "under the wise
leadership ofPresident Amin, (has)
guaranteed freedom of worship"
for four "recognized" religions.
The religions described as
"reeognized" are Islam, the
. Anglican Church of Uganda, whose
archi bishop WM killed after being
named in an alleged coup plot
against Amin lMt February, the
Roman Catholic Church, and the
Uganda Orthodox Church, which
hM lies to the Greek Orthodox
religion.
It was not immediately clear what
effect· the order will have on
Christian !llissionaries; including

. . ..
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Americans, stationed in
Uganda by the banned ch\lrches.
Most of the banned groups are
Christian. One group is Jewish, one
a Moslem offshoot ;~nd another,
the Bahai Faith, has a temple
outside Kampala and. describes
itself as a "universal" religion
which incorporates teachings from
all the world's major faiths.
Maj. Stella Bywaters, an
Australian who hM been with the
Salvation Army in Uganda for the
prut 15 years, said she had not been
informed directly of the ban.
"I don't think we have done
anything against the security of
Uganda. We just do social and
religious work." she said.
She said that the Sillvation Army
operates l7 churcnes in Uganda and,
that a hostel in Kampala is
currently caring for 70 persons,
including abandoned children and
crippled elderly.
The Seventh-Day Adventist
Church, in addition to its religious
functions, operates a school and a
hospital.
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Sept. 2.1- 6:00 to 8:@0 p.m.
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Temple Israel 1006 Lead SE
Sept. 21- 8:00p.m. (K6l Nidre)
~
Sept. 22- 10: 00 a.m.
-~·
~.j

Webster Carrol oF Bluefield, W.
VA. one of two Baptist
-missionaries in the town of Jinja,
said there were are 130 Baptist
churches in Uganda with a
membership of between 12,000 and
15,000., They are afFiliate\~ with the
Southern Baptist Convention.
Carrol, who hM been working in
Uganda since 1963, said the Baptist
mission performs agricultural work
and Msists in literacy programs.

UNM Alumni Chapel
......
)
~
Sept. 21- 6:30p.m. (Kol Nidre
M
Sept. 22- 9:00a.m. ·
~
6:30p.m. (closing.service)
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Canadians Left In. The Dark.
MONTREAL--A · massive power failure blacked out Quebec,
Canada's largest province, for mo~e than two hours Tuesday, trap:
ping thousands of people in Mon!real's elev~tors and subways and
causing hundreds of mi!lor traffic accidents.
..
.
A spokesman for the Hydro-Quebec Power Ullhty said the
blackout--apparently caused by a transformer malfu!1Ction in the far
northern part of the province--began at 3:25 p.m.
Two hours after the blackout began, a Hydro"Quebec spokesman
said power was being restored quickly thoughout the province.

S. African Election Denounced
PRETORIA, South Africa--Prime Minister John Vorster Tuesday
dissolved South Africa's all-white parliament and ordered general
elections Nov. 30 to seek SUJ2port for the government's racial and
foreign policies.
In announcing the snap election, which comes 18 months ahead of'
schedule, Vorster accused certain "governments, world
organizations," and other bodies of medling in South Africa's internal affairs. . '
·
Dr. Nthato Motlana, a leader of the resistive black ghetto of Soweto
outside Johannesburg, denounced the election, saying "White politics
and White elections don't mean a damn thing to the Black man.''

UNITED NATIONS--The U.N. General Assembly opened its 1977.
session Tuesday and admitted a unified Vietnam M its 149th member,
symbolizing worldwide recognition of the end of the conflict that cost
more than 50,000 American lives.
But Hanoi had to wait nearly two hours longer than planned for the
honor. The start of the 32nd General Assembly was delayed that long
because Vietnam's sister "communist nation in Southeast Asia.,
Cambodia, insisted on the right to vote without paying $36,984 on its
·
overdue membership fees.

.

Israel Increases Tensio·n
By UNITED PRESS INTERNATIONAL

all road~ leading to the frontier general cease-fire in southern
area.
Lebanon."
"I think we shall make it

''barbaric bombardment" of armored vehicles were seen crossing
Palestinian
positons
inside the border.
Lebanon. Israeli Premier Menahem
Arafat sent urgent appeals to
Begin offered to negotiate a ceMe- Arab leaders.
~,
fire.
~
.
Israel ordered its troops along the
·~
~.:
"1 call upon you to stand by the
~v
~&••:a:•:t.:••ifi''iiC'':t.:••:s:••:t.:.••:e:••:t:••:t:•·····i;i·····•.....:••i;i••;;:•..4!...et:..:;:••:rc••:t.:h.,.~ border on alert against possible Palestinian revolution, 'which
'! :..:;:.,?....% .............,-:;:o,,?,..~••:;:..~••?.••9.........9.••?.••.•.• ,.•.••:..••,..............?.... .. Syrian intervention and sealed off
stands alone in face of the Israeli
enemy," Arafat said in telegrams to.
Arab leaders. He said the situation
The Cultural Program Committee
along the border was "aggrivating
hour by hour" and needed a "quick
The Associated Students UNM
remedy-by all possible means."

prepared to negotiate a cease-fire
immediately."

~
~

.
••

Israeli jets streaked over south

~~~ Lebanon Tuesday and PLO leader Jets over the Biblical port cities of possible, if there is a serious
•• Yasser
Arafat accused Israel of Tyre and Sidon, and said Israeli proposal," he said. "We are
~

Break the fast with Jewish Student Union. · ~~~
·Sept. 22 at 7:00p.m.ln~emational Center- UNM Campus
~~~~
~

M
..

Popejoy Hall
LAST CALL

SubscriJ.:>tion sale on the
Cultural Entertainment and
Celebrity Series -- Total of
15 major professional·everits
will end Wednesday, September 21.
Thereafter single event sales only,
3 weeks before each program.
Subscribe and save 75%
For Information Tel. 277-:.3121·

--.,~iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiliiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiil . Can d 1da t e s

A spokesman for Equifax declined comment.
Credit reports are furnished to anyone proposing to grant you credit,
insure you, or employ you. A potential partner, 'investor or landlord has
access to your file. Anyone with your written consent. and a '"legitimate
business need" can see your fi~e.
A government agency (federal, state or other) may examine your file it if
proposes to extend credit to you, collect or review an account with you,
employ or insure you. If you are subject to a military clearance, the
government may see your file.
A court order can expose your credit file to scrutiny. However, someone
"just curious" about your personal finances may not legally receive a
credit report on you. Anyone who willfully obtains a credit report under
false pretenses can be fined up to $5,000 or imprisoned for one year, or
both.

Hegins's statement was the first
official acknowledgement of the
Jewish State's role in the fighting
between Christian and Palestinainleftist forces.
'
.
As
Begm
spoke,
UPI
correspondent Richard <?· Gr~ss
r~ported from the. Israeli frontier
settlement of M1sgav-Am that
sporadic artillery fire hit targets in
Lebanese Christian leader Pierre the Palestinian-held village of El
Gemayel countered by accusing Khaim, I 0 miles to the northeMt.
Arafat of trying to "lead the Arabs
.
Columns of thick gray smoke
into another war with Israel."
piled into the sky from within the
Syria, whose 30,000 troops town as each shell hit.
comprise the bulk of the Arab
League peace-keeping force in
ln Washington, the State Dept.
Lebanon, warned Israel against any Tuesday described the Lebanon
escalation of the fighting which hM situation as "extremely comraged for five days over strategic plicated" and urged restraint on all
· hill positions near the Israeli sides.
frontier. ·

Speak Up

Maygral and city council candidates are scheduled
to speak on various issues concerning University
students and faculty starting at 11:30 a.m. on the north
mall today.
Ann Dunphy, chairperson of the ASUNM Candidate's Day Committee, said all. four mayoral candidates and 10 city council candidates have said they.
wiU appear. Du!lphy said the Candidate's Day
schedule is tentative.
Dunphy said (olk guitarist Laura· Rhinehart will
perform at 10:30 a.m. UNM President William Davis
is scheduled to speak at 11:30 a.m. Five city council
candidates will then speak for five minutes each. As a

"Birth Control' and Maternity
Information," a new, pamphlet
published by New Mexico PIRG is
now available at the Student Health
Center of the PlRG offices, 239
Harvard SE.
Besides your name, present and past addresses, marital status and social
The pamphlet contains a list of
security' number, your credit file includes date on your present and past Albuquerque
birth-related
employment, position, income, and, of course, your complete credit organizations, ·and -their cost. It
history.
includes birth control information,

member of
the team
said as was
the
special
canvas
harness
prepared.
The 18-foot-tall beast, exhausted
by previous attempts to struggle to
his feet, WM given saline and
glucose solutions and a variety of

energy:producing drugs. His keeper
stroked him constantly in an ·attempt to calm him.
Victor resisted only slightly as the
hoist operation began. Zoo workers
massaged his legs to help blood
circulation. His keeper stood on
bales of hay to· comfort him, and
hundreds of visitors watched in
suspense.
But all the efforts were in vain.
"1 think it is the shock of what
has happened progressively," said
John Knowles, owner of the

• • •
rcont,t•om ""'"••nd.71

4<sameday
NoMinimum '

A Spanish edition will be
available as soon as the translation
is complete. For further in;~~~~~;~~· call New Mexico PIRG,

KINKO'S
.2312 Cent. SE 268-85l5

Specials

Mar well Park Zoo. "And in this
last trauma he didn't have the will
to stand it.
"Giraffes ... suppress their
shock but their worry and concer.n
is going on inside them," Knowles
said. "They reach the point where
they just give up."
Victor's ordeal was followed by
animal lovers throughtout the
world. Thousands of schemes to get
him back on his feet poured in--so
many that the zoo took its
telephone off the hook

Mon.- Fri.
All Drinks

2Forl

9W.·~

~

5-Spm
Shrimp
Cocktail

l

31.00

ORCA

"ASUNM is suffering from gross
mismanagement, and people saying
'that's the way it is' is a cop-out. If
the students were more informed
and sought-after, ASUNM would
have a lot more input."

COPIES
Overnight,
3lhcea

abortion counseling, pregnancy and
delivery counseling, health checkups and other services regarding
sexuality.

Giraffe Loved & Lost-

· WINCHESTER, England (UP!)-Victor, the 18-foot giraffe whose
collapse during a night of love
captured the world's attention, died
Tuesday w bile Royal Navy experts
tried to hoist him back on his feet in
a giant pair of canvas pants.
Victor's he.art "just gave up"
during the rescue operation,
veterinarians said. The 17-year-old
beast lost consciousness, his long
and muscular neck drooped and his
struggle to survive WM over.
"I think he died very quickly and
l don't think he felt any real pain,"
a zoo official said.
Victor had sat helplessly spreadeagled since Thursday, when
keepers said he slipped and fell
during an am'orous encounter with
Arabesque, one of his three wives.
He. had been unable to regain his
feet since then.
Zoo officials said Victor apeared
nervous Tuesday as scaffolding was
buill around him for the lift
operation, devised by Royal Navy
experts familiar with unusual
freight problems.
"We've never had to make
trousers for a giraffe befor~." a

group, the candidates answer questions for 20
minutes,
A second group of city council candidates, including
those from districts three and five, is next on the
schedule, and will follow the same format as the first
group.
At 12:30 p.m. the may!;)ral candidates will each
speak for five minutes. Susan Williams of the
University Staff Administration (USA) will follow.
After the speech by Williams, mayoral candidates will
answer questions.
Williams said the purpose of her speech is to get
political visibility for the USA salary issue.

Birth Pamphlet Out

Any consumer-can see his/her credit file anytime, with proper identification. When you see your report, the reporting ·agency must also tell
you the names of those individuals or agencies who have seen your credit
file within the past six months, and' your investigative report within the
·
'
·
past two years.

-U.N. Admits Unified Vietnam

Witnesses reported S!!eing Israeli

~
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n .Mall To.day
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By United PreS!;> International
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'Skeletons'
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house and ;15ked me some questions. I WMn't too pappy about it."
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"The Univers;ty generates a lot
of revenue for the city.'' she said.
"There should be some kind of
University-community committee
whereby
the
University
representative could go over there

ASUNM "lacks advertising",
Kamberg said, and needs "more
unified advertising via SCRC
(Community Relations Committee).''

~

Moou:t•ise
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A Fine Orin king Establish m~n L

5001 Lomas NE e 256-1250

~ ~ ~. ~ ~ ~ 'W ~
Kamberg also said she would like . 1()1..
'1' "T""T"'T."T"T""T""T""T"
to establish a closer relationship
between tl1e University and the
local Chamber of Commerce and
• Better Business Bureau.
"1'
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In Tel Aviv, the state-run radio
announced that Israel had warned
Syria through the United States not
to intervene.

·'A State Dept spokesman said
President Carter discussed the
increMed fighting with Israeli
Foreign Minister Moshe Dayan
during meetings Monday with
Begin, speaking to reporters in President Carter and Secretary of
Tel Aviy, said, "we are prepared at . State Cyrus Vance, but gave no
any time to start negotiations for a ·details.
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Breakfast Burget Special
Hamburger, Small Orange Juice
and Small Coffee
for
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~

~

~
~
~
~

85c

Save 15c - Good ftom Sept. "21-30 ~
8:00-9:30o..m. onl,y
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Election Folly

~
Although we . don't see the need for today's "ASUNM run-off
Z election due to last spring's fouled up election," we figured we'd go
«i" ahead and urge you to vote anyway.
~
The only reason we want you to vote i$ so we can put Tom Fisher on
"- the ASUNM Senate. Tom has a certain amciuntoffortitude manifested·
in his ability to stick it out through the mass entanglement of ASUN M's
inability to conduct an election.
FISHER HAS also split from the United Students for Direct Action
party because he couldn't stand the idea of being a good party soldier.
He realizes the mess the Senate is in becuase of the political games that
go on there, and we believe he has the brains to stay out of it.
The polling places are open today from 9 a.m. to 5p.m. and there are
locations in the New Mexico Union Building, La ing Center mall, and
between Mitchell and Bandelier Halls.
We've said before that we don't see the need for today's election and
neither does Fisher. It could easily wait for the November election. If
you don't vote today, we understand why. But if you do, vote for
Fisher.
'

Books Freed
finally taken out ofthe crates.
Now that they're there, lets hope
they don't stay put.
Not all of the books are on the
shelves, but they are catalogued
and available by title. If you ask for
the book, you can have it within 24
hours. The books will all be on the
shelves by next June.
The fate of the unshelved books
got a lot of laughs from the state
senators and representatives during
recent legislative sessions and. only
hurt UNM's image.
Let's hope for better planning the
next time we get a library bond
passed, but in the meantime, get
out there and get those books that
have waited so long to be opened.

Pas:s Up Structure
The possible pedestrian overpass at Yale and Lomas NE now being
considered by the campus planning committee could turn out to be a
$200,000 white elephant.
The committe¢ is examining the Crommel in transportation and
parking study which was completed earlier this year. In the study,
Robert Commelin and Associates of Encino, Calif. made some
proposals concerning campus parking problems and the committee
must consider these proposals, and hold open meetings on them before
making any recommendations to the Regents.
WE NEVER HEARD the reason that the study had to be done by an
outside firm, and we noted with some interest that the study made
conclusions about certain alternatives being inconvenient without ever
consulting a student. In general we don't put a whole lot of faith in the
study, but that discussion will be brought up at the open meetings.
What the University and the committee should consider now is the
future of UNM's parking situation. How will the campus grow and
where will the need for pedestrian safety be most important? The
committee should .ask itself these questions before deciding to ask for
$175,000 in federal funds and raising $25,000 on its own to build an
overpass which might be largely ignored in a few years.
The problem of danger in crossing the street can be easily rectified by
altering the traffic signal during peak pedestrian hours to allow more
time for pedestrians to cross the street. This would be considerably
cheaper than $200,000.
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OPINIONS: Opinions ~ust by typed and slgnecl with the author's name, signature, ad··
dress and _telephone number. Opinions shOI.)Id be no longer than 500 Words. Only the name
of author will be printed and names will not be withheld.
,
All submissions become the property of the New Mexico bally LOBO and will ba edited
only tor length or possibly libelous- content.lf any changes are made, the author will be contacted to discuss changes.

i'

Editor:
One of my main concerns as a
senator if I am elected will be to
relate the importance and nee,d for
the minority and women's studies
and organizations. They provide
the only pr<;Jgrams from which
students can gain a minority and
women's perspective of their
position in·society.
I also believe in student input into
decision making,. retaining the free
parking lot for students, expanding
child care services for students with
children, developing a system to
make organizations accountable for
funds allocated to them from the
student government and I support'
the efforts of NORML to
decriminalize marijuana,
Elva R. Benson
Students for Progressive Action

•

If you've been around UNM for a
couple of years, you know that one
of the most confounding situations
was the library books that' weren't
library books. Everyone rejoiced in
July ·of 1973 when the University
received its share bf a state bond
• issue to aid college libraries.
BUT SOMEBODY forgot to
leave some money to pay people to
get the books on the shelves, and
for years, all that knowledg·e was
stored away in crates in the
basement of Mesa Vista. Former
ASUNM Pres. Alan Wilson tried to
start a volunteer program to get the
approximately 100,000 books
shelved. But the process was slow
and four years later, this past
summer, the last of the books was

Th~. office of a special cons11ltant to the provost has been
estabhshed by the University to provide a liason with the state's
public school system.
Ernest S, Stapleton, former Albuquerque Public Schools
superintendent who ~esigned July I, was appointed to the post,
UNM Provost McAllister Hull announced earlier this week.
"He will be making information contacts with public schools in
·
the state," Hull said.
The position of a special consultant for public schools was
originally suggested by several faculty study groups Hull said
"W. ~ a~e PIeased to have.available to us Mr. Stapleton's
'
. special
.
expert1se m the area of pubhc schools in New Mexico," he said.
Stapleton, a graduate from UNM, has been a teacher and administrator in the Albuquerque Public Schools system since 1954.
He also is a lecturer in the College of Education's educational
administration.
·
·
President of the New Mexico Schoolmasters Club and a member
of the national board of trustees of the Joint Council on Economic
Education, Stapleton was awarded an honorary doctorate of
Humane Letters bY the University of Albuquerque in 1974.
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The repB/rs on Yale and Redondo a~e scheduled to be completed within a week to ten days 'Pending
any stalls for bad wea!her ?r an_ythmg else that might hang us up, 'said a spokesman for Burns and
MacCornack, the engmeermg'ftrm in charge of the construction.
:1,,

Flrst Refugees Arrlve
SAN FRANCISCO (UPI)-"'A a special program recently ap- ILl., and other communities.
new airlift of refugees from the proved by Congress.
The new airlift was coordinated
Vietnam war began Tuesday with
by the Intergovernmental ComThey are among the thousands of mittee for European Migration, an
the arrival of 113 persons, most of
whom escaped from their countries persons left stranded in Vietnam, organization dating from the
by boat after the Commu.nists took Cambodia and Loaos at the end of "displaced persons" immigration
over.
the war. Many, having helped the after World War II.
United
States, hid until they could
Among the arrivals was a man,
escape,
usually
by boat.
Ruth Tropin, a spokesman for
his wife and nine children who
the group, said many of the
floated for five days and four
nights packed in a small boat with
"If they had found me, I would refugees have "harrowing tales of
38 people before landing on have been 're-educated', so I killed escaping by boats with babies and
friendly shores.
my papers," said Dinh. "The old people and floating around for
weeks."
Communists are not good."
The refugees who arrived aboard
She said passing" ships often
a Pan American plane from
The refugees were greeted at the refused to pick up the refugees at ·
Bangkok were the first contingent airport by the sponsors who have sea because no port would take t'
of 15,000 persons, including 7,000 guaranteed them homes in this them in.
"boat people," who will be ad- country-in Chicago, Los Angeles,
Anemy Delaney, of Hayward,
mitted into the United States under Houston, Green Bay, Wis., Peoria, Calif., who had sponsored 40
Vietnamese refugees during the
original airlift in 1975, was at the
airport to greet several more whom
she was helping obtain housing and
jobs.
• • •
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PJRG

"We get them houses and settled,
and jobs," Delaney said. "All of
mine are working."

(cont. from pages 6and 7)

compared with other PIRG organizations around the country who
usually spend up to 75 per cent of their budgets on salaries RemageHealey said.
'
Together, net printing costs, part-time help, the telephone and rent,
cost close to $6,000,
PIRG projects for this year include: a drug price survey; an insulation guide; a report on pedestrian safety; a guide to solar
resources; nuclear waste research; grand-jury reform, and a class in
Agro-Businessat UNM.

l
"

Rcmage-Healey said that nutrition and housing are two main areas
which will be dealt with if the Vista volunteers scheduled for N.M.
PIRG do arrive.
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Duncan's Platform

Editor:
I was appalled upon reading the recent series of Doonesbury in your
paper about the "son of Arnold and Mary Lieberman."
This was the most distasteful thing I have ever seen. You people are
worse than Hustler Magazine.
First of all, I did nbt like the anti-semetic connotations. In a time
when Israel is struggling for its political freedom, it does not need the
old world, anti-semetic remarks from bigots like Mr. Trudeau.
Secondly, how do you think the parents of those killed by this insane
• "Son of Sam" feel when they see a tragic incident being used as a takeoff point for humor?
Thirdly, how can you let the New York Dailv News and the best
columnist in the cbuntry, Jimmy Breslin, be defamed on your pages.
For 58 years, the News has upheld the highest standard of journalism
this country has ever seen. The News editorial page is the finest in the
world upholditig the views of America's liberals. It also has some of the
best photographers, which is more than we can say for most other·
newspapers.
I feel you should be reading the Doonesbury strips before they go
into the paper to decide if they might prove offensive to anyone. 1 am
not alone in my feelings. Several of my friends voiced the same opinion
before I did.
I am all for freedom of the press and freedom of speech, but not
when it pmves bffensive to someone's religious or racial heritage.
Wendy Berlowitz

"'3::

15,000 Asians to U.S.

DOONESBURY

Fisher's Platform

Editor:
I have become aware· of the following problems that are being
ignored by the Senate which we are now burdened with. The current
Senate has been able to squander time and yet ignore those things that
affect our lives and cost us money.
No better example of this can be found than the injunction which
caused the election. In the course of pursuing vindictive personal attacks against Les Marshall, four senators from three slates have cost
you several hundred dollars for another election within sixty days of the
November voting. This is money from your activity fees, which is being
stolen from you.
Shouldn't this money be used in.helping PIRG get marijuana reform
on the city election ballot this October? All this at· a time when the
Senate has overspent itself by almost $2,000.
Students are currently outraged over the bell-shaped curve that is
artificially manipulating their grades, courtesy of the College of Arts and
Sciences. I intend to do something about it by pursuing all avenues
within student government to eliminate. this nonense. The Faculty
Senate reversed itself from a re'actionary two-week withdraw period
after'students were aroused. I can organize and articulate the complaints students have as a senator.
.
Though the Senate has passed resolutions on parking, it has made
no effort to determine student opinion concerning possible changes. As
a Senator, I will ask PIRG to conduct a survey of what solutions to the
parking problems are most popular among students-and then work for
them.
I am running as an independent because the current political cliques
in senate (whatever their label) are at the heart of ASUNM's problems.
Slates get elected, and then forget about student concerns as they
become lost in their own ·world of political infighting. Student's
couldn't care less about what senators are filing what injunctions-they
want-time and money spent on their problems. Should you choose me
as your senator, I will work on these student-indicated problems, and
• articulate your beefs.
Tom Fisher
Independent

z
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The· New Mexico Daily Lobo
be sent to your home, or
anywhere in the country every
day. this semester for $6.50 or
for two semesters and weekly
during the summer session
for $10.00. Subscriptions may
be placed in Marron Hall
room 131, or may b~ mailed
to:
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· She said those coming in the new
program "are even luckier (to
escape) than the first ones,"
because they got out of countries
where the communists are in
control.
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Priest From the East:
Man to Turn To
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By PAT CORCORAN McGREW
LOBO Staff Writer
Every day in every part of
Albuquerque people in all walks of
life allow themselves to be pushed
around by city and state agencies,
landlords, private businesses and
consumers. Most people, especially
college students allow it because
they don't know who to turn to for
advice.
There are people and agencies
that do care. One group is the staff
of On Your Behalf, headed by Neil
Murray. On Your Behalf is part of
the KOAT-TV news operation,
funded solely by the station . .It is
the last resort for many of the
people and businesses who write to
them.
·Problems are worked on by the
staff .members, who asked to
remain anonymo]ls so that they
could continue to be effective in
investigating consumer complaints.
They receive an average of ten to
. fifteen letters daily with problems
ranging from unsafe bridges to late
social-security checks.
Many of the problems can be
resolved with a simple phone call,
while others require weeks of investigative work. The OYB staff
gets a great deal of cooperation and
respect from local and state
agencies, which means that they can
succeed where a lone individual
might get caught up in the nightmare of a government switchboard.
"They know we won't pull any
punches," explained a staff
member.
OYB said that they can solve
about half of the problems that
come into their office.
The procedure for getting help
from OYB is simple. Write a letter
stating the problem, the action
you've taken and your results. The
more information you give them
the better your chances that they
can help you:
Once the letter arrives in the
office it is opened and read. lf the
problem is strictly legal they will
not touch it. No one on the staff
has a legal background and they are

ORCA Gets· Results
By ROBERT R. LEE
"Our philosophy is that the
LOBO Staff Writer
student has options," Kamberg
The ASUNM Office of Research said. "The student can choose to
and Consumer Affairs (ORCA) has remain apathetic, but we're
existed since 1970, and Kris available, and we get results."
Kamberg ahas been ORCA
coordinator since February of this
Kam berg said that the primary
year.
focus
of ORCA last spring was on a
One of ORCA's primary fun"total
inter-office reorganization."
ctions is to run polls for ASUNM
This
included
organizing the oforganizations. But, Kamberg said
fice's
files
and
establishing
polling
Tuesday ORCA is available to
lel1d
continuity
and
criteria
to
handle almost any kind of student
cohesiveness
to
the
poiling
process.
complaint.

Do You Need
Cash?
Earn $15.00 a week
Donate Twice Weekly

Blood
Plasma
Donor Center
8 amto5pm
Tuesday - Saturday
Doctor in
residence

842-6991
Albuquerque
1307 Central NE

The reorganization also included
and still includes weekly staff
meetings attendance at which is
mandatory, 'giving assignments,
airing gripes and discussing new
projects. ORCA has a staff of four,
including the coordinator.

employees, better food and service,
In April, ORCA concluded an
agreement with L&B Marketing,
Inc. of Bayside, N.Y. to distribute
the national Student Buying Power
Card. The card, which is free to
students, allows the holder a
disci.J.unt ·on purchases from
merchants who honor the card. The
card may be used nation-wide.
Kamberg said that about 15,000
of the cards have thus far been
distributed to dorms. colleges and
departments on campus, They are
also available from ORCA in the
SUB.

--A food Service Survey, which
·as an investigation of the
management of food services in the
SUB. Kamberg said this survey
revealed that the University had
never solicited student input on
food service in the SUB.
Kamberg also said the survey
resulted in private, contractual
management of SUB food services
and, based on her conversations
·with students and food-service

Kamberg said the booth handles
formal and informal complaints,
and that the staff has taken and
resolved five individual complaints
at the booth so far this semester.

--Resource Library; This is being
developed. If will b.e comprised of
Now, Kamberg said, ORCA is consumer-resource material, much
involved in or planning these of it from Ralph Nader's. Public
Citizen group in Washington, D.C.
projects:

Aside from reorganizing the
--Greater Albuquerque Mall
office, Kamberg said, ORCA last Discount Program; Kam berg said
spring conducted these polls:
ORCA is now contacting the
management of the Winrock,
--An election poll, designed to Coronado, Montgomery and·
determine student aw,areness of Wyoming malls in an effort to
ASUNM elections and the arrange discounts for students with
significance thereof.
mall merchants.
··A Film Committee and a
Speakers Committee poll, to solicit
student input on the programs. of
these committees.

Also in this context, ORCA
staffs an information booth twice a
month on the ground floor, east
side; of the SUB. The Student
Buying Power Card is available at
the booth, as well as a student
discount-coupon book sponsored
by local merchants and a variety of
consumer literature.

--Unity Buying Service; ORCA is
a member of this organization,
through which brand-name merchandise may be purchased
wholesale, plus shipping costs.

Kamberg also said ORCA is
sending a representative to Elections Commission meetings "to see
what is going on there." She said
that ASUNM inter-office communication is "nil," and that
ASUNM President Tom Williams's
executive cabinet, comprised of
executive committee heads, should
concentrate on enhancing such
communication.

The ORCA coordinator said she
will be "working closely" with
Swanson, ASUNM Sena~lt~e--.,...--------
--ASUNM Scholarship fund; still · Mimi
representative to ORCA, in order
in the planning stage. Kamberg said to keep in touch with the Senate.
she would like to see an ASUNM •
funded scholarship established
"Our basic concern, " said
which would award a scholarship to Kamberg, "is that, as of now, the
one man and one woman each year. appropriation of money (by the
Senate) is real vague; sometimes the
--More ORCA-student com- priorities are ambiguous. I'd like to
munication; ORCA is running ads see that money go to· more
in the LOBO in an effort to increase responsible activities, like a
student awareness of the office and scholarship fund.
its availability.
!cont. on poga 31

not tnere to give legal advice. See
legal aid for that.
If they decide that they can help
you they will get to work on the
problem as soon as possible. If it is
an emergency situation they will try
and take care of it immediately.
Once you've written to On Your
Behalf you will not hear from them,
Because the staff is so small and
they would rather spend their time
helping people, the only way you
will know that they've been
working on your problem is if
suddenly and miraculously it is
solved,
The stories that are used on the
news are those that they can get
film for. Sometimes it is an interview with the head of the city
(cont. on page 12)

AIR FORCE ROTC

The facts of
the matter.
Wilh somethiQg as Important as
your future being discussed, it's

very urgent that you get and undersland all the facts. Air Force
ROTC can be an lmportanl part of
your fulure, and we'd like lo talce
this opportunity to oulline some
of the main feels of thai maller
and Invite you to took further Into
the subJect
The U.S. Air Force needs highly
qualified dedicated officers. Both
men and women, and we need
people In all kinds of educational
disciplines, Air Force ROTC offers 4-year. 3-year and 2-year
scholarships wllh $100 monthly
tax.free allowance, and contrary
lo what some peoPle think, there

Is no mlillary obllgalion during lhe
first two years of tha Air Force
ROTC.
Upon college graduation you'll
receive a commission In the u.s.
Air Force and the opportunlly to
compele for a challenging job
with advanced educational op-

portunities.
let's get together and disCuss Air

Force ROTC further, We'll give
you all the lacls and clear up lhe
fictions, It could be one of the
most important talks you've ever
had wllh anyone.
ConluiJ Dept. ol Aemtplee Studies
1901 Las Loma.c, N;E. 277-4230

Air Force ROTC

PIRG Lobbies, Publishes
ByPAULSCHERR
LOBO Staff Writer
Some years ago, Ralph Nader waged a battle against the auto industry. Since then, advocate groups have flourished in number,
among them New Mexico PIRG.
Nader spoke on the UNM campus in the spring of 1974, sparking
interest in forming a local public interest group. In the spring of 1975,
students voted for a referendum to establish New Mexico PIRG, but
too late for the Board of Regents to approve an increase in the activity
fee, which would fund the organization.
The $2 increase was approved in the spring of 1976, on condition of
the current refund procedure, and with the pro,vision that the money
would go directly to ASUNM after the first year. In the spring of
1977, students voted 2-1 to eliminate the last provision and allow the
money to go to PIRG itself.
In the past year PIRG has:
· -Published a renter's guide, containing information on tenant's
legal rights and leases. The pamphlet was distributed to 7,000
·students. Another 1,000 were sold to non-students or sent to lawyers,
realtors and legal aid officers.
-Distributed a one-page "Apartment Condition Checklist," to aid.
tenants about to enter into a lease.
·
.-Lobbied for eight per cent uranium tax increase in cooperation
With other gro~P,S· The bill was passed by the legislature, increasing
revenues $40 mtlhol1.
-Published a report on violations by Albuquerque banks of the
Truth in Lending Act. The combined action ofN.M. PIRG and other
pirgs throughout the country Jed to better policing by tlte government
of loan procedures.
-Lobbied for the Bottle Bi11 in coordination with other groups,
and presented testimony in its support. The bill passed committee, but
was defeated on the floor,
·
• -Initiated and lobbied for a bill to repeal the state sales tax on
food. The bill was killed in committee.
·
·
-Lobbied successfu1Jy for a one-year moratorium on low-level
·
nuclear waste disposal in New Mexico.
-;-Commented on and wrote suggestions for the State Energy Plan,
wh1ch led to sUpport of a bill passed by the legislature requiring

unobstructed access to solar energy, meaning no building may be
errected that blocks the sun from another. The Jaw is th.e only one like
it in the country.
-Investigated and published a report on transient voltage suppressors, a consumer fraud. The small metal boxes were sold for $200
by two manufacturers, who said they reduced electrical comsumption
~ignificantly. The companies have since folded ..
~Published a guidebook on wood burning, "Heating With
Firewood," which contained a comparison of heating fuel costs
(wood, gas; oil, electricity) and a formula for computing the operating
costs of each; information on buying and cutting wood, and the
correct operation of a fireplace.
·
-Published a pamphlet on birth control and maternity information, listing all organizations in Albuquerque which provide
services in that area and their costs.
-Published a list of Albuquerque child-care centers with advice on
how to chose one that is suitable.
In addition, PIRG publishes a bi-weekly Market Basket Survey of
food prices throughout the city.
"Our effectiveness is in research and publication and in our ability
to respond to studeilt concerns,'' said Betsey Remage-Healey, PIRG
director .
Criticism has been directed toward PIRG for concentrating too
much on student issues, or concentrating too much on issues that do
not directly affect students.
"There is always going to be a balance,'' Remage-H;ealy said. "We
want to be aware of student concerns, but'We also have an obligation·
to be aware of issues that concern others, as welJ."
"We misjudged our priorities last year. Once we took on issues at
the state level, we realized how enormously time consuming it was.
This year we are going to be more cautious ill our commitments."
Remage-Healey said that although PIRG is two years old, only in
the past year has the organization developed and grown. The addition
of three more salaried staff members has made a key difference in the
.
number and quality of projects accomplished.
PIRO's budget-after the disbursement of funds, is roughly $55,000$60~000, of which 60 per cent goes toward salaries. The figure is low
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Kat~~is: ffiinstrel of Nostalgia

Haven for .Pueblo Culture
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By NANCY SIMMONS
A walk through the Indian
Pueblo Cultural Center, on 12 st.

and Menaul, NW, is an experience
in the beauty of a special culture.
Inside the horseshoe-shaped
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In The Air

10-3pm Po.ii.Y
·Sept.
. 19- Sept. 23

In meso. lounge in the
N.E. corner of the
. SUB o.cross from Prontos
Sponsored b.Y
student o.ctivities
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building are exhibits from all the
Pueblo tribes. Their work ranges
from the micaceous pottery of the
Picuris, ulitariancshaped ceramics
tempered with mica to make shiney,
sandy gold and biack bowls and
pitchers, to Michael Naranjo's
"Morning," a graceful black figure
of a woman dressing,• to Margaret
and Luther Gutierrez' "Painted
Tmtles," whimsical cross-eyed
creatures with bright insects painted
on their backs from the Santa Clara
Pueblo.
Also represented are the detailed
paintings of San Idelfonso, the
storytellers of Cochiti, and artifacts
from the Zuni Pueblo, as well as
work from San Juan, Taos, San
Felipe, Santa Ana, Jemez, and
Acoma' Pueblos. In the basement is
an exhibit on the general history of
the Pueblo peoples.
,
The center celebrated its first
anniversary on Sunday, August 28,
but the idea was born approximately II years ago when the
government sponsored a program
to donate land for educational or
cultural purposes. The center's
architecture comes from Pueblo
Bonito in Chaco Canyon and was
designed by Harvey Hoshure.
Its facilities include a general
exhibit hall in the main building
and ·downstairs, an o'pen air area in
the middle for dances, space
designated for a research library
and a "Living Arts" program,
where Native Americans will
demonstrate skills of weaving,
ceramics, and cooking.
The center was set up, according
to Ramus Suina, museum manager,
to "highUg\lt some of the cultures
of the Pueblos and promot close
communication with non-Indians
and between different tribes." The
center also brings economic revenue
to many Indian artists and provides
a facility for sochilization and
political discussion between the
tribes.
Visitors to the center can see Jose
Rey Toledo's mural on the outside
walls of the museum consisting of
14 dancers of the Turtle Rain
Dance. Using acrylics, he has
represented 12 male dancers in
lavish costumes, complete with

Lobo photos by Phyllis Kushner

Indian Pueblo Cultural Center
turtle shells on legs, who, with a
male and a female dancer, ask
rainmaking spirits to grant rain and
abundant
crops.
In
the
background, rain can be seen
coming. With good balance and
bold colors, Toledo creates a lasting
image.
·
He comes from the Jemez Pueblo
and has exhibited his work at the
School of American Research, the
Heye Foundation in New York
City, the Smithsonian Institute, and
the Heard Museum, Phoenix, Ariz.
He had experience with murals
working in federal office buildings.
Pablita Valarde has painted a
striking picture of the Herd Dance.
Each detail of the deer, ram, and
antelope costumes of the dancers is
visible. Careful line and bright
colors can be seen in these eight
figures and the two buffalo dancers
who lead them. Valarde is from
Santa Clara and has experience
painting murals on the walls of the
museum at the Bandelier National
Monument.
Her paintings have been
exhibited in the Heard Museum, the
Scottsdale Nation Indian Arts
Exhibit, the Gallup Inter-tribal
Exhibit, and the .Philbrook Art
Center, and are on permanent
exhibit at the Gilcrease Foundation,
the DeYoung Museum of San
Fancisco and the Denver Museum.
The French government has

awarded her the"Palmes de
Academiques" for originality in
art.
Philbert Hughie leaves a striking
impression on the viewer with two
towering Kachinas in a mist of
bright orange that blends into blue.
Five smaller figures and a mesa
background complete the Shalako
mural. Hughie's work has been
displayed at the Gallup Inter-tribal
Fair. His future plans include
recording everyday scenes at the
Zuni Pueblo.
Dennis M. Silva has begun his
mural at the southern entrance to
the center. Using an Indian symool
of the summer/winter division in
the pueblo, Silva contrasts shadowy
petroglyphs he observed at Bandelier with the bright-colored
Summer People and a Buffalo
Dancer representing the Winter
people.
Nine more murals are planned
for the comming year, Suina said.
Well-known and promising new
artists were asked to submit
sketches to the museum. The Board
of Directors and some staff
members then chose the final
selections. The center is currently
involved in raising matching funds
for a $20,000 donation from the
National Endowment of the Arts.
Those interested should write to the
Center at 2401 12th Street, NW.,
87102
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With Us

The Tio Vio
In the_ New Mexico Union Building
Is Open Evenings, Featuring

The Deli Burger
And a full line of hot & cold

Deli Sandwiehes

*
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Register
C~shes In
"Anti-Social
Register"/William
Hamilton/Penguin/ $3. 95.
By GEORGE GESNER
If you are an ardent follower
of the fine cartoons in the New
Yorker, you must have surely
noticed the biting satire of William
Hamilton.
In his Anti-Social Register,
Hamilton takes the nebulous
structure of high society and
literally picks it apart showing its
weaknesses, incongruities and
follies. This is where the humor lies.
·The finesse of this cartoonist is
clearly witnesses in the 178
drawings in the book. Although the
majority of his work deals with
high society, he also covers such
areas in ·our society as the pseudointellectual, sector, counterculture
and modern issues dealing with sex,
race, family, etc.

~

*~
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is good for
~
a FREE small cup of coffee
*
in the
~
Tio Vivo
*
Good after 4:00pm Mon.-Fri.**··
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The most important and pleasing cinema news this week at the SUB z
theater is that the new projectors have finally arrived and have been in- ~
stalled.
,.
~
The' fine film schedule continues tonight with Alain Resnais' Hiroshima "i1.
Mon Amour. This film by-one of the leading'French "new wave" direc- n0
tors, is a unique antiwar film concerning French and Japanese lovers tJ
whose devastating past experiences in World War II threaten to engulf the E.
·
present,
t""
On Thursday there will be a night of animation including such artists as 0cr
Daffy Duck, Betty Boop and Donald Duck.
..o
Friday's film is Rio .Bravo dircted by Howard Hawkes and starring John CJJ
"
Wayne. Hawkes was as major influence on the new wave directors; This '0
western classic also stars Dean Martin and will be shown at 7 and 10 p.m.
"a
Hearts and Minds, the Academy Award winning documentary on cr
Vietnam and the American pysche, will finish up the week. Be prepared for ~
an extremely powerful experience.
·
All shows, except Bravo at 7 and 9:15p.m. Students $1, general public ...,
"'....
$1.50.
.
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CAREER SERVICES
FALL SEMINARS

Poets 1n Duol Reading

.,

Designed to Help You Utilize the
Career C~nter to the Fullest in
Deciding on a Career and looking
For a Job.

How to Get Something For Nothing:
An Introduction to What Career Services
CanDo For You.
Wed., Sept. 212-3pm
Thurs., Sept. 292-3pm
Wed., Oct. 5 2-3pm
Thurs., Oct. 13 2-3pm
Wed., Qct. 19 2-3pm
Thurs., Oct. 27 2-3pm
How To Write a Successful Resume:
The Art of Condensing Your Life History
Into Two Pages
Fri., Sept. 23 2-3pm
Fri., Oct. 7 2-3pm
Fri., Oct. 21 2-3pm
How to Interview For That Job & Get It!
An Afternoon With a Professional Industrial
Recruiter Complete With Inte!"'iewing Videotapes '

Fri. Sept. 30 3-5 pm·
Woodward Hall Rm. 147
,

1:#)/jj;l!l!/${...
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•
Hamilton approaches his work
with a subtlety that proves to be the
most effective attack possible. The
humor is thought-provoking and
sharp.

· The Anti-Social Register is a
worthy possession. It's humor that
stays with you, so you won't mind
looking through the book over and

~

~-----------------iC
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"A Simpler Time"!Miclzael
Compromise-d dreams and
A Simpler Time is an impressive
Katakis/ A&{\1 SP-4635
mistaken directions dominate the first album, The melodies are clear
songs. In "We Are All Dancers " imd ima~inative, and the vocals are
By R9BERT SPIEGEL
he sings, "Sometimes the song ~e tender and sad without indulging in
dance io is not our own, but we pathos: Katakis takes enormous
Michael Katakis' strong voice is a dance it anyWay." The characters chances.
welcome addition to the world of. Katakis assumes have the depth to
singer' songwriters. ·His songs understand their problems: "We
In dealing with age he is always.
alternate between romantic promise could have grown together, but · on the edge of pretention, but he
and llltimate disillusionment, and we've growh apart alone, and the walks this thin ice easily, And
though tl'!e' songs are intensely choice has always been our own." though the songs are always perpersonal, he keeps an artistic
sonal, they are never fragile or
distance by assuming varia us But the understanding the weak. From this first showing, I
characters of various ages.
characters have tends to deepen the expect we'll hear a J.ot more from
As t)'le-title suggests, there is a problems rather than helo them.
Michael KMakis.
strong sense of nostalgia
throughout the album, but Katakis
usJs nostalgia through the point of
•
view of an· old .person-who longs for
the past because of present
helplessness and the overwhelming
On Wednesday, Sept. 21, at 8 p.m., theASUNM-GSA Poetry Series will
feeling of loss: "What do we do
present
a duel poetry reading by Jackson Mac Low-and Kenneth Gaburo [n
when we are growing old? Do we
the
Humanities
Building Theater on the UNMcampus. ·
simply dream of being young?"
Katakis' concern with the problems
Jack~on Mac Low is a poet, composer, p!ayW~igh( and creator of inof aging is convincing; The only
termedm
events w?o has ?een active in. the field of performance poetry for
other song I can think of that comes
over
20
years.
His pubhshed works mclude Stanzas for Iris Lezak· 4
close to this is Paul Simon's "Old
Trains;
22
LiRht
Poems, and Tlze Pronouns. '
' ·
Friends.':
Katakis also sees the other side of
Kenneth Gaburo ls a ~omposer in several media whose past work inage: "I've seen your hair turn from cludes
poetry, symphomc and choral works, opera electronic music
dark to gray, an I must confess, my optics ~nd· dance. Hi.s persistant interest is music-as-lan~uage, or language:
dear, I like it better that way.'' But as-n;usic. The readmg performance will include a dialogue with the
Katakis is not only concerned with audience.
age. His songs span all ages. One
Admission to this duel reading is free.
song, "The Dance," is about a boy
who wants to learn to dance
Mac Low a.nd Gaburo wiJl also be performing separately at the Vortex
because he believes it will keep him
from being lonely. Again, Katakis Theater on Fnday, Sept. 23, and Saturday, Sept. 24, respectively.
is convincing.

.,"'='
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ALL SEMINARS, EXCEPT INTERVIEWING
SEMINAR HELD IN CAREER SERVICES,
MESA VISTA SO., RM 2131 FOR FURTHER INFOR., CALL 277-2531

Quality Sound - Modest Price
One of the murals that adorn the building.

..

You've Got A Lot To Offer
Peace Corps * Vista
Zodiac Jr.

·zodiac '77

$85

$160

On Campus
Oct. 5-7

Hartley has put their best effort into the. Zodiac models to give you a
natural sounding speaker in· the finest of cabinets for a modest price.
Hartley speakers carry a limited .5-year fa~tory warranty.

Interviewing
Placement Offices:
.
Mesa Vista !-{all &
Law School Bldg. (Oct. 5 only)

the Sound Ideas listening room!i are open Mondfly (]nd Thlltsday
' &Venlngs until 8:00 pm, and otiH:tr days Untll 6:0() pm, closed

Sundays,

"\Ve go to $torMwfm.

rnmi

!i'l'

m·ce111 mtr pri:l'. all({ 1/wn I JH'rt•r

to .\t'l' !JOllr llf.!./!1 llltil!. fl{..!llill!" .

1624

NE, Albuquerque 292·1188
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Wolfpups Seek Revenge
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Travel to El Paso Saturday

.l

Harriers Open Against Champs
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By ED JOHNS~N ·
LOBO Sports Wnter
The defending NCAA champions
and the. defending Big Eight
champions are among this year's
opponents for the l.JNM .crosscountry squad.

Head coach Bill Silverberg will
have three men back from last
year's team that finished fifth in the
.WAC, and he is sure that this year'~
version will prove to be a "petter
squad."
When the national champs ,

. Alain

a Mon Amour
and

and Fog

gnt

9:15

ub) Theatre
:t.~~~~~~tit~~~~~~6':f'~~~6':f'~~$
'

f ~5:.·-- REFUNDS
NMPIRG

l:

~

eft

~ ~

-

The folks who brought you

!lo • The Renters Guide
!Jo • The Child Care Guide
~

• The Market Basket Survey
.,__ • The Birth Control Handbook
'T • The Cost Of Education Survey

~

<fi

~
.Jb

~

j!

!}:will give a $2 refund check to any student
-rwho does not wish to be a NMPIRG member~
• at the SUB TICKET OFFICE between 9 am & ~
EJo 5 pm beginning Mon., Sept. 19 Thru Fri.~
*Sept. 30 UNM Student ID Required
~

*
~
·:r*****************'•J:u~*t

UTEP and the Big Eight king_s,
Colorado, come to town, they will
see that despite the loss of 'Lionel
Ortega, UNM will be tough.
Sophomore Peter Butler is back
after touring Europe with the
Canadian National team this
·summer and he should be in top
shape.
Several second-seme~ter fre~h- ·
men, who made headlines durmg
last year's track season, by
breaking school records, will debut
as Lobo cross-country runners this
fall.
Jeremiah Ongwae,
whom

Silverberg said was the top-ranked the team last year, again made the
600-meter runner indoors in the UNM squad:
world, will see if he can stretch ·his
Jay Quade, a "promoising"
endurance for the six-mile race .
junior,
senior Dan Drury, Charles
Amiable Sammy Kipkurgat, who
Dramiga
and junior Tom Zagone
is another ·world-class middleare
also
being
given a chance by
distance runner, ·also will test his
Slverberg
to
compete.
stamina,
Stanley Waquie was comThe new kids on the block are
plimented when Silverberg said, freshmen Elmer Martinez, who is
"The kid is tough." He is expected fresh out of Menaul High, and
to make the seven-man team.
Virginian John Dean.
Last Saturday the <:rOss-country
"Most of them came out in gpod
time-trial race, was held which ·shape," Silverberg said of his
decided which seven _men will racers.
represent UNM Sept. 24 in El Paso
for its.first meet. of the year.
Steeple chase school record
holder, Harrison Koroso, was one
of the men bet to make the squad.
.!
"It's going to be real interesting," Silverberg said. "We
have a lot of middle-distance
runners, but if they do as well as I.
think, we'll be good.''
Silverberg expects defending
champ UTEP and BYU'to be the
two teams to beat in the WAC this
year, while UNM will "fight it out
with Arizona and Colorado State
for third."
·
"We're shooting to be in the top
four in our district," Silverberg
said.
The top four teams will qualify
for a trip to the nationals.
Sophomore Runner.
Mark Romero of Albuquerque
Cross-Country Coach
Valley
and
David
Segura
of
Santa
Peter Butler
Bill Silverberg
Fe; both. sophomores who ran on

-

-

UNM Linkers Kickoff
At All-College Tourn·ey·
The LJNM Golf team will test its
young wings when the Lobos open
their season Wednesday in
Oklhahoma City at the All-College
Intercollegiate.
It will be a 54-hole tourney with a
potent field including the last two
NCAA champions Houston and

Oklahoma State. The Lobos, 1955, but may have shot at it this
swamped with freshmen and year despite the presence of
juniors, will be one of more than
powerhouses such as Arizona State,
20 teams entered.
Stanford, Texas, Brigham Young
Mitch Mooney, the Lobos All- and UCLA.
American who finished second in
the WAC last season, will lead four
other juniors and a freshman in the
three-day tournament which
concludes Friday.
Other juniors are RJ>n Stelton
from Minneapolis, Mark Pelletier
of Albuquerque, Chris Nordling of
Denver, and Jeff McMillen of
Burlington, Washington. The lone
freshman to make the traveling
squad was John Fields of Las
Cruces.
Fields was the most sought after
prep golfer in the state last year and
was offered golf scholarships at
Oklahoma State and Houston.
The Lobes, though playing this
week in one of the biggest tournaments of the collegiate . golf
season, arc warming up to make a
run at the Tucker Torunament to be
held in Albuquerque Oct. 12"15.
New Mexico hasn't won the Tucker
since.the first year it was held in Golf Coach Dwaine Knight

Lobo Ruggers
Top Farmington

.....}

The Albuquerque Sports Stadium was full of rugby action last Saturday
afternoon as UNM defeated Farmington 19-14 in the main event.
Joe Watson, a UNMM wing forward, started the scoring when he
scooped up a loose ball and scampered 50 yards for the first try. Watson
later added another 4-pointer and, in the second half, Richard Brown
scored a third try after receiving a fine pass from Andy Horowitz. Wink
Donnell made two of three conversions and booted a 35 yard fieldgoal to
round out the UNM score.
·
· .
The UNM Ruggers have this coming weekend open, then the team
resumes action Oct. 1 as it plays host to Las Cruces. The following day,
Oct. 2, the Rugby club will play the Albuquerque Aardvark "B" team.
Oct. 15 the ruggers host the High Desert Classic which will run for two
days on the Johnson fields.

With a glimmer of revenge in
their eyes the UNM Wolfpups will
follow the footsteps of the varsity
when they travel to Lubbock
1'hursday to meet the Texas Tech
Junior Varsity at Jones Stadium,
Game time is 6:30 p.m. central
daylight time.
The varsity was sent home last
Saturday to the sour tune of 49-)4
and the , Red Raider JV team is
expected to be a heavy favorite
Thursday after a successful
recruiting year and an amazing 102
walkons.

The Wolfpups played Fort Lewis
College varsity last Friday in a
scrimmage and emerged as 19-9
victors. But Thursday night's
contest will be the official opener
for both squads,
UNM freshman coach Reese
Smith said he was pleased with his
team's performance in the
scrimmage with Fort Lewis and
discovered, "We can move the ball
better than we anticipated, and our
timing was good considering what
little practice we've had together."
Quarterback Brad Wright, a

freshman from Midland, Tex.
looked good at quarterback mixing
the plays with efficiency through
the air as well as on the gaund .
Another Texas native, Rik Moore
of Pampa, was strong at fullback as
was Mike Santiago, the Wolfpup
tailback from Denver.
The annual New Mexico-Texas

Frosh fullback Rik Jl!loore powers his way against Ft.
Lewis College. The Frosh gridders travel to Lubbock
Thursday.

Lobo Fan Club
The second meeting of the newly organized Lobo Fan Club will take
place today at 12 noon in the SUB Theatre.
Football coach Bill Mandt and several of the Lobos will be on hand to
view the game film from the UNM-Texas Tech game and answer questions.
Mondt will also talk on the upcoming game with Colorado.
The Lobo Fan Club is sponsored by the UNM Alumni Association.

LOBO Player of the We.ek
Last Friday night number 40 during his senior year at Pampa
bounced and bruised his way High School.
through and around tacklers,
Freshman coach Reese Smith
grinding out good yardage.
said, "Moore did an outstanding
But in this case it was not Mike iob for us" Friday night.
Williams, but freshman Rik Moore.
Moore is this week's Daily LOBO
Player of the Week for his fine
performance against Fort Lewis
College last week.
The 6-foot, 195 pound, running
back from Texas, had runs of 30,
25, and 12 yards during his Wolfpup debut.
Moore was highly recruited by
several Southwest Conference
schools, but chose UNM and was
~~~ir~t fj~:er to sign up with
,~/

1

lniehs'.'s senior year in high school,
he rushed for 722 yards in 132
Carr
The Amarillo Globe listed him
Player of the Week three times

~
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Tech junior varsity game was
canceled last season when injuries
on both school's varsities required
that several key freshmen be moved
up.
Tech had an impressive recruiting
year and should have a lot of talent
as well as the depth the 102 walkon
·
·
provide.

Opening
October 1

Bigger Budget
Offers More
By UUDY DURAN
Fred Perez, director of the
Intra-Murals Sports Program at
UNM said Tuesday that it is
working with a bigger budget tliis
year than in previous years.
''The Central Administration has
given us $150,000 to work with
compared with $120,000 last year
and $100,000 the year before/' he
said.
He
said
the
Central
Administration has looked at the
program in a "posivtive light" and
has therefore funded the program
very generously.
"They have a favorable attitude
toward the program because more
people are utilizing the services that
the program offers," he said.
He said that 40 per cent of the
budget is used to pay the
profe.1sional staff which includes
two full-time assistants and two
part-time assistants.
Another 40 per cent of the budget
is used to pay students' salaries,
with the remaining 20 per cent used
to buy supplies and equipment.
"We provide the service and
manage the money, but ASUNM
owns the equipment," Perez said.
"We charge a small fee for
equipment rental, which ranges
from .SO to $1.50," he said. "The
reason for the fee is to replace and
repair equipment."
He said a lot of people are taking
advantage of equipment rental
because during vacationS" much of
the equipment is checked out.
The
Intra-Murals
Sports

private lessons
group lessons
hockey
party and
·group, skating
public skating

Program is open to UNM staff
members, faculty members and
student~ alike.
The purpose of the program is to
provide participation in a wide
variety of sports and recreational
activities to the University communi'ty.
"It's a program that offers sports
and activities that meet the deviate
interest of students and faculty
regardless of skll level," Perrz
said.

For information call:
David Foster
255-2715
9 a.m. _to 5 p.m.

come see

~~

an Andre"Kole Production

Actual demonstrations of
the fourth dimension will
be created Jive on stage.
Buy your tickets today.
SUB Ballroom Thur. Sept. 29 at 7:30 p.m.
Tickets available at all Ticketmaster
locations and at the SUB box office.

•

Texas Instruments

TIS8

Programmable
•

The Tl 58 offers enormous
calculation power •••
• up to 480 progro.m sters
• up to 60 mef)"lories
• 10 user defined lo.bels

·,L.;i1,..·
.
.

ond much

more

Plus this Revolutiono.r_y,
plug in softwo.re libro.ries

' ··-·j

RIK MOORE
.

FREE SPECIAL OFFER

Intramural
Grid Results

· For a limited time get a
19 program leisure library
A S35.00 value If you act now

.ro;;;o:d-;r::ugu:;::-~::;;:-;;;.;c:'~w:a~:;o~

. In the "A" League, Fraternity White Division, the Sigma Alpha
Epsilons are 3-0. Second are the Alpha Tau Omegas and the Sigma Chis at
2-1. Next are the Fijis and Sigma Phi Epsilon at 1-2. In last place are the
Lambda Chi Alphas at Q-3.
In the Green Division, the Phi Kappa Psis have a 1-0 mark. The Sigma
Nus are 2-1, and the Kappa Alphas, SAE number 2, and the 'Pikes' are all

t-1.Still in the "A" LeagUe; Independents, ·Red Division are the AF ROTC ,
the Caballeros, Bad Company, Mal Practice, arid NROTC all at 2-1. ~he
Playboys are 1-2 and the Mummys Revenge and the Lodos are at two wms
and no losses, both forfeit wins.
,
In the Blue Division, the Law School and theKryptonites are 3-?· FAC is
2-1, Team 13, the Boners, BMF and the Outlaws are 1-2. Gold Bud 1s ~-2.
In the "B" League NROTC and the Long Shots are 2-0. Followmg are
the Coronado Womb~ts and the Student vets at 2"1. BSU is 1-1, Sigma Chi
"B" is I-2, the Pil<es "B" team are 0-3 and the Lambda Chi Alpha "B"
team has two wins by forfeit.
111 the Women's division, the Footballers are 2·0, t~e ~appa Krunchers
are 2-1, the Dorm Belles are 1-1, the Tri Deltas, th~ P1 Pin P1stols and the
Alpha Chi Omega are all 1-2. The Chx Omegas are 0·3 .
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Fill out thiS coupon, Rclllrn It loll with
Customer lnlotmauon card {par.ked rnthe bo~). along
wllh a copy of a dated prool ol purchase showing the

serlattlumber. IMPORTMIT Yourllnvelc>pemu~tba

I
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postmarkOO tll'ltaw than Octo bot 31, 1917.

Lelsura Ubr11ry (lfler
P. 0. Box 53, Lubbl)c;k, Teue79408
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( HOLMAN'S, INC.)
401 W_yoming NE

265-7981 -

Open mon-Fri. 8-5:30, So.t 8:30-4:30
BankAmerfco.rd & mo.sterCho.rge honored
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Classifieds·
Next time you see

someone pOlluting,
. point it out.

1.

PERSONALS

3.

Rates: 15c per word pet day, Sl minimum.
5 or more consecutive days,
·
9c pfn word pet day
(110 refunds If canceled before 5 Insertions).
Tetma, caab •~ advance.
Deadline• 12 noon for n•xt doy'a paper

SERVICES

Don't close your eyes.
Point it out to someone who
can do something about it.

-~

People start p_ollution.
People can stop it..

Keep America Beautiful fi~
99 Park Avenua, New York, N.Y. 10016

r.t!l

~f

A Public Service of This Newspaper &
~~ The Advertising Cooncil

DATING EXCHANGE. Three different dates,
$10.00, For information and confidential application, send $1.00 (refundable) to Dating Exchange,
Box 173,, 6200 Indian School Rd. NE, Albuquerque, N,M. 87110. 9/23
NICK: All that· food you ~eep talking about sounds
terrific, Nick, but I honestly haven't had the time to
meet you at Carrara's for even their lunches,, dinner
salads or pizzas. The only time I've even gotten
close to Carrara's js when they delivered to my
door. MARY 9/21
JULIE-HAPJ>Y BIRTHDi\Yl Don't be discombobulated! Much lov.e, Debbie, Stan, Irene·, Char,
Mark, Hilary & Grace I 9/21
SEND US your "skeet" jokes. runs, riddles, witty
sayings. $5.00 prize. 9/2!
COME
FLY
WITH
US
at
UNM
Homecoming. 9/21
STUDY IN QUITO, Ecuador, at UNM's Andean
Center, Spring 1978. Information, 229 Ortega Hall.
277-2636 9/23

2. LOST AND FOUND
FIND YOURSELF in the Peace Corps. Ortega 233.
277-5907. fs
FOUND UNM student id card, J.M. True. Claim at
Marron Hall, Rm. 105, 9/27

TD.DAY'S CROSSWORD PUZZLI

,·

50 Swedish
UNITED Feature Syndicate
island
1 Might of a
Tuesday Puzzle Solved:
51 Alleges
nation
52 Canadian
6 Young
northland:
bovine
Abbr.
10 Burmese
L E AD 5
H E MI
cS. A .!_ lE_
55 Giving In
tribe
AD M I T LS lr- U M lA IW R IY
great
14 Existing
5 I E V E H A 5 P
T A I R
amounts
15 Instrument
58 More
5TRIPT
DIATRLl.B.lE_
16 Pairs
unusual
S P AT
C R E A T 1E lS_
17 Lateral
60---- Cong or
R E V I E WE R
T A P
surfaces
Nam
18 Man-killing
61 Century
GAIN
TOWED
TA
L
fish: 2
plant
words
E N D
M ~~ 5 0 II
IS
62 Din
20 ---the mark: 63,
S I R
D I S P E NS E
Ending with
Conform
S K I MME 0
0 IE D
div and rev
21 LacerateCJ
ENTAILED
SC~RE5
64 Morning
23 Free of
L EA R
E MI
I N lA N IE
moistures
superfluitY 65 Steno's co- _M A L T
5 I i'{ ~ ~ c T ~R
24 Greek
A DO s
worker
s T ~ ~ L E lA IS IT
""marketplace
26 Demanded
DOWN
as due
28 Bonus
19 Remain
41 Goads
1 Gone by
30 Social units
unchanged
42 Individuals
2 Mixture
31 Stone
22 California's
43 Type
3 With both
32 Family
Fort--45 Be profitaeyes open
relationships: 4 Feminine
25 Narrow
ble
2 words
channel
46 Find a soluname
36 Tibet ox
26 Obstruct~
tion
5 Make like
37 Amphibians
27 Asian coun- 4 7 -----de lune
new
38 Can. Nat.
48 Speaks inN
. try
6 Snake
Expo.
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coherently
7 Showing
39 Spent a
49Congress
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30----- shave
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8 Boy's or
--------night
32 Mark over a 51 TV intergirl's
42 Religious
''vowel
ference
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painting
33 Of an island 53 Compass
9 Gratuity
republic
point
10 Non44 Bold
54 Playing card
45 Piece of
believer
34 Being: Sp.
shot
11 Coionyof
56 Cheated
35 Fix firmly in
46 Dicken's
57--- de
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character
France
12 Equine
37 Emblem
19 Hooded
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warrant
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RESERVED J>ARKINO SPACES for rent at Princecon and Central, S,E. $10 per month. Call Vernon
Patterson-255-6218, 9/29
EXPERT TYPING, 266-4567, 9/27

4.

HOUSING

•

J

6..

EMPLOYM•ENT

Work in the PEACE. CORPS. Ortega 233. 277·
5907. fs
Pi\RTTIME JOB: Sales, flexible hours, good pay.
l'ossible full-time during breaks. Call; Phil Fran•
ciyk, c.L.u .. 292-2830. 9/30
Pi\RT TIME: men & women sales clerks- stocking.
Must be over 21 years old, Apply, in person, no
phone calls. SAVE-WAY liquor" stores, 5516
Menau! Blvd,, NE & 5704 Lomas NE.
10/6

5.

agency responsible for the problem,
other times it is the consumer who
has the coin plaint. l'hey don't limit
themselves to showing their successes either. On occasion they've
used a story that they were unsuccessful at solving, hoping it
would help them to a solution, It
usually does.
OYB said that. they were surprised that they did not get many
_complaints· from college ~tude[\ts.
They said that they felt this might
be because it was uncool to go to
someone like Neil Murray for help
with a problem.
The basic advice that the OYB
staff had for college students, and
everyone. else, is this. Get all
contracts in writing. Even if it is
witn a friend or a friendly landlord.
And read carefully anything you
sign. This should .eliminate most of
the problems you encounter out
there in the real world of contracts
and credit cards.

'·,

FOR SALE
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COPIES3%c
Overnight

KINKO'S
No Minimum
2312 Cent. SE 268-8515

Travel

c;ov-ered
WV'agon
Malcers of Hand Made

Indian Jewelry
OLDTOWN
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Some places get to be famous just because it's fun to he there, South Station is one.
Ned's is another. People have known about Ned's for years. Famousfor sandwiches,
good bands, super drinks, reasonable prices. Ned's has an inside full of cozy booths,
and now an outside patio with cool shade, hanging plants and a fountain. And
there's Wednesday night at Ned's. And Friday afternoon, too.
Ned's is a good lime. All the time. There's something for everyone. Something for
you. There's no pl,ace like Ned'sl

i .

I

1977 C~stomized · DO.DGE VAN. $13,000 or best
offer. Trophies won in Ohio, Michigan, Indiana.
1977 /\mana Microwave Finger•touch. $400.00.
Phone after 5:001 898-4219, 9/27
·
~INGER FUTURA zigzag sewing machine. Top or
line, still guaranteed, Auto. bobbin winder, computerized buttonholer, IOO's of fancy stitches. Reg,
$800.00; now $150,00 cash. 821-4256. 10/4
ANTIQUE CLOTHING COLLECTION 1900·
1940's; lace, velvets, coats, never worn 40's dresses,
suits, 20's shoes .. Cash only, Sat.-Sun. II a.m.·7·
p.m.,4l9DallasN.E. 9123
1974 Ki\ WASi\KI 125.Enduro, Low mileage, good
condition, Asking $425,00, Call 242-8736 or 242-.
9738, 9/27
1975 COUGAR XR-7, silver w/maroon ioterior; 351·
VB, PS, PB, autol)lalic on· floor; 30,ooO mi.
$3750.00, best offer. 266-6775 arter 5:30, 9/27 .

2 BEDROOM APT.. Unfurnished, $150.00 plus
uHiities. 266-5179 3'6 p.m. 9/21
ROOMMATE WANTED to share above average apt,
in N.E. area. $85.00 .monthly plus \II utilities. 2922495. 9/23
FOR SALE: 12' IC 65' mobile home; good condition,
includes tie downs, professional skirting, storage
shed, 831-4350 after Sand weekends. 9/23
SUPER ROOM/BOARD near UNM in e~change for ' HELP •WANTED~part time legal errand runner, · ·
household help, 243-3489, 9/26
Approx. 6hours a day. Female student with car and
typing experience preferred, Call Mr, Horton 262ADOBE acreS> from Old Albuquerque Country
1661. 9/22
.
Club, Two Bedroom, $38,000.247-8647. 9/26
CUTCO needs three college representatives. Part
905 Silver SW-Two bedroom duplex. Old, spacious,
time. $400.00 monthly. SCholarships available, Call
restored brick hO\ISe. Utilities paid, $225.00. 247881-4585, I p.m.-3 p.m. only. 9/26
8647. 9/26
PART TlME JOB, $500.00 a month. For more information, call294-2064, 2-4 p.m. 9/21
HELP WANTED, seamstress, part time. Apply in
person. General Store, !II Harvard SE. 9/23
PART TIME WORK pays to $5.00/hr. Flexible work
hours, car necessary. 294-2064, Wednesday 2:30-4
HONDA CR ELSINORE 125M-MX, $350.00. Call
p.m. only. 9/21
Steve, 277-5285. 9126
Studio needs fencing instructor. Call867-3222. 9/27
20 USED PORTABLE TVs, $30 to $60. 441
WANTED: mature female ,to babysit 4 children,
Wyoming NE, 255-5987. lOllS
10;30 p.m. to 8:00 a.m. 5 days a week, 883KAYAK. Like new. Unused · w/splash cover &
1378. 9/27
Klepper paddle. $225.00.268-1714 evenings. 9/21
STEADY PART TIME work in copy shop for male
1967 V.W. BUG, 69,000 mi. Looks good& runs gr~at.
grad. student. Work late afternoons, eves, Sat, &
i\M/FM S-track. $700.00, Dave, 883-8196. 9/22
Sun. See John at Dataco, 1712 Lomas NE. No
1970 MALIBU red convertible, All power. Boat. 14
calls. 9/23
ft., 65 H.P. Mercury. Kawasaki 500, 7,00 miles.
New engine. Call Ulibarri afterS, 256-3258. 9/22
1969 PLYMOUTH station wagon. A good car, only
$400.00. 277-3089. 9122
-------------1975 AUSTIN MARINA, OT, AM/FM radio, AIC,
Ci\R POOL TO SCHOOL! J.T.C. 12-6, 265·
4 new tires, 18,000 mi. Excellent condition,
9860. 10(3
$2800,00. 277·2631, 881-0743 after S. 9/23
CHRISTMAS FLIGHTS? Think now, ny later!
Reservations at Intercontinental Travel Centre, 12·
CHEAP WATERBEDS! Water Trips, 3407 Central
6. 265-9860. I0/3
NE, Student Specials: $89.95 plus tax buys you I)
basic floorframc, 2) safety liner, 3) any size
DENVER-FRi\NKFUT Christmas Charter, $445.00
waterbed mattress (3-year guarantee), 4) foam
round trip. Reservations Intercontinental Travel
comfort pad. 268-8455. 9/21
Centre, 12-6. 265-9860. 10/3
REEL TAPES: 7", used, name brands, 1800 ft. $3.50
URGENTLY NEED RIDE MIDWEST, EAST
each. 34/$100.00. 247-9229. 707 High St.
TODAY. 255-7841. 9/21
S.E. 9/26

come to Ned's.

,

inruron .Holl'rm. -105

Priest ...
(cont,from pages 6 and 7)
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